Find the pictures

Use a red pencil to color the shapes around the words that rhyme with in.

dog  tin  pin  in  hen  bell

Use a blue pencil to color the shapes around the words that rhyme with ug.

ten  snug  wet

mug  jug  can  hug  cup  bug
Find the pictures

Use a red pencil to color the shapes around the words that rhyme with in.

- dog
- tin
- win
- pin
- hen
- bell

Use a blue pencil to color the shapes around the words that rhyme with ug.

- ten
- snug
- mug
- jug
- can
- hug
- cup
- wet

These activities have hidden pictures. Say together all the words aloud. Your child has to find all the words in a particular word family and color them either red or blue to reveal the mystery picture. Choose other colors to complete the rest of the pictures.